ARB BULL BARS
FOR NEW MODEL
VEHICLES

Following the release of a number of new
model 4WDs in the past few months, ARB has
developed customised bull bars for the Jeep
Grand Cherokee, Holden Colorado 7 and the
Nissan Y62 Patrol.
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Delivering formidable frontal protection, all ARB deluxe bull bars feature ARB’s
renowned multi fold upswept and tapered wing design for optimum strength
and approach angle. Suitable for winch and non-winch applications, all bars will
accommodate Warn, Magnum, Bushranger or Smittybilt low mount model
electric winches. Air bag compatible, all bars are finished in a durable powder
coat with the option to colour code, and come standard with twin Hi-Lift jacking
points as well as provision to mount two aerials and ARB Intensity LED or IPF
driving lights. The latest releases for the Grand Cherokee, Colorado 7 and Y62
Patrol all feature extensive under bar protection panels on the centre and either
side, perfect for off road travel.
Jeep Grand Cherokee
Designed and developed from the ground up, the deluxe bar for 2011 to 2013
Jeep Grand Cherokee 4x4 models is made to fit all engine and model
variations within the WK2 Grand Cherokee model range. With the release of
the 2014 Jeep Grand Cherokee this year, ARB engineers also customised a
new bar to suit the latest model’s bumper profile, headlights and parking
sensor location. An extensive test program undertaken for both deluxe bars
has ensured maximum strength, durability and an improved approach angle
ideal for touring, climbing and general off road travel.
Holden Colorado 7
While visually similar to the Holden Colorado ute released in 2012, the different
Colorado 7 bumper profile meant further development for the ARB engineering
team. Including the same features incorporated into the Colorado ute deluxe
bar, the Colorado 7 bar comes complete with a top pan winch cover panel and
centre and under wing protection panels to protect vital underbody
components, whilst also assisting in maximum approach angle. With provision
to mount aerials and driving lights, the deluxe bar equips the Colorado 7
perfectly for Outback touring.
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All ARB deluxe bull bars feature
ARB’s renowned multi fold
upswept and tapered wing design
for optimum strength and
approach angle.

Nissan Y62 Patrol
With ARB deluxe and Sahara bars already developed for the overseas Y62
model in 2010, ARB needed only to adapt this model to the 2013 Australian
specific Y62. Further bar design was required to incorporate Nissan’s Forward
Collision Warning System (radar), parking sensors, camera and headlight
washers, with ARB’s engineers successfully incorporating these features into
the Australian specific bar. The bar incorporates provision for an electric winch
for non-radar equipped models, while the fully engineered mounting system
caters for the vehicle’s airbag functionality. Under bar protection panels help to
prevent damage to vital undercarriage components caused by rocks and
debris, and provision for the forward facing camera (if fitted) is also
accommodated. Finished in a satin black powder coat with the option to colour
code, the deluxe bull bar is ideal for off road and daily use, giving the Y62 a
sleek and sophisticated look.
A variety of additional products for the Jeep Grand Cherokee, Holden Colorado

Jeep Grand Cherokee deluxe bull bar

7 and Nissan Y62 Patrol are also available from ARB, including OME
suspension, Outback Solutions drawer systems, Safari snorkels and much
more. For more information on ARB 4x4 accessories or details of the stockist
nearest you, head to www.arb.com.au.
High resolution images are available to download from – bit.ly/1aZqZSO.
All media enquiries should be directed to Matt Frost:
Tel: (03) 9761 6622 Fax: (03) 9721 9093
Web: www.arb.com.au Email: mfrost@arb.com.au
Post: PO Box 105, Kilsyth, Vic 3137

Holden Colorado 7 deluxe bull bar

About ARB
Founded in 1975 in Melbourne, ARB 4x4 Accessories is now Australia’s largest manufacturer and
distributor of aftermarket 4WD accessories. With products including bull bars, protection equipment,
Old Man Emu suspension, Air Lockers, roof racks, canopies and recovery equipment, our primary
mission is to prepare vehicles for the remote and harsh conditions typically encountered off road.
ARB currently has 48 stores and over a hundred stockists located across Australia, an office in
Seattle, USA, and an export network reaching more than a hundred countries.

Nissan Y62 Patrol deluxe bull bar
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